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Some may say that we creatives are dreamers. Dreamers who conjure up new 
ways to change the world, evoke pure emotion and inspire generations. This is 
where I see the music industry heading, a place that is more creative. More human. 
A place where artists have a voice, creatives have a vision and Warner Music have 
the power to set the magic free. 

The music industry is moving from the corporate “sell out” persona, to one that resonates with what 
music was about in the past. Back to the days of Led Zeppelin, David Bowie and Jimi Hendrix that was 
all about being authentic, having creative integrity and creating a piece of art. Along with capturing 
unforgettable moments in history, the ways of the world at that time and only the ‘real deal’ being good 
enough. 

WMG has the strongest platform to successfully move with the gradual shift that is happening. A shift that 
is all about streaming. One that started out as a free service on YouTube, that has acted as a gateway, 
inducing an explosion into new territories like Spotify, Apple Music and even Snapchat and Twitter. 
Providing new ways for artists to reach the audience in more intimate and innovative ways, is a factor that 
is majorly growing in importance to fans. Loyalty is what consumers crave, alongside intimate moments 
with their favourite bands and artists. 

Twitter and Snapchat means that fans have a constant and free conversation with their artists, echoing 
the need that we have as consumers for new information and new creations every minute, of every day. 
Thus giving Warner Music new opportunities with their artists in the upcoming future, to do more of the 
unexpected, to be more social. Examples of this recently have been Foo Fighters setting up a secret gig 
at the Cheese and Grain, to announce them being the headlining act at Glastonbury. Even though this 
was set up as an intimate affair for fans, they also kept it an inclusive event by using Periscope, where 
more than 38 thousand sets of eyes watched and joined in on the fun. 
The same type of strategy was used by Phoenix in 2013, who used Spotify to create a YouTube 
campaign where fans could follow the band around for 24 hours, listening to the same songs as the 
band, at the same time via Spotify. Ed Sheeran recently followed suit, releasing a snippet of his song in a 
snapchat filter, which caused quite an excited stir. 

One campaign that had a great return of cause and effect, was Jay Z’s Decode campaign. A campaign 
created by Droga 5, using the city of New York to release personal moments in Jay-Z’s life. This is 
showing that the future of the music industry is gravitating around the idea, of adding a personal, human 
touch to brands. Demonstrating just how limitless the future of music can be, when a social model is 
applied and one that Warner Music can make grow over 5 years, to engage with their audiences further. 

These new, music focused campaigns, are a thing of the present and future that will continue to increase 
brand loyalty. The future is all about taking the focus away from buying CD’s and downloads, which has 
been decreasing in interest, to in-turn increase the sale of tickets, merchandise and the streaming of 
more music. This is showing how consumers are gradually feeling less of a need to own music, and more 
of a need to experience ALL music. This change is being noticed. Recode in May 2016, spoke about 
how streaming music has become Warner Music’s biggest business, which I feel is only the start of what 
is yet to come in the next 5 years. 
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Warner’s global catalogue of successful influential artists, alongside ADA’s drive to support 
new artists and labels, is the perfect combination to speak to the masses and the 
passionate listeners who crave originality. 

BBC Radio 1 have magnified the importance of new music, creating an ‘In new music we trust’ platform. 
This ethic has resonated into festivals, allowing people to be more open to the idea of new artists, 
popping up in the tight-knit music community. Therefore making ADA more important than ever, being an 
outlet that will continue to grow in the next 5 years. 

To ensure Warner Music stays relevant, it is to use these platforms to their full potential in creating a fairer 
relationship around the notion free play, while still giving the artists the creative outlet and pay that they 
deserve. 
A huge solution to an issue like this would be respected by music lovers, allowing Warner Music to be 
viewed positively, more human and as pioneers for creativity. 

The importance of smart phones and how they are used daily, is an important factor to track how the 
future of the music industry is going to go. Smart phones are now how the majority listen to music, being 
easy to travel with and integrate into our every day life. Thus making playlists more important than they’ve 
ever been before. Playlists are becoming heavily relied upon by consumers, to find new music 
suggestions, based on their likes and dislikes. Apple music help the unknown and independent artists 
very well, while also promoting global artists like Lady Gaga. As the app was used as a platform for an 
early release of her new music video, making the idea of a monthly membership even more accepted for 
the future. 
Another way that shows just how strong the relationship between phones and music really is, is O2’s 
Priority scheme. Showing that the future of music is about using platforms that consumers use daily, to 
create a wide spread buzz about upcoming music events. 

It is also important for Warner Music to know how important the festival and gig trend is. Making sure to 
stay involved in creating more local festivals and gigs, now that artists are selling themselves as voices of 
the people. Artists are caring more about the world around them, being outspoken, emitting creativity and 
this is what consumers want to experience. To enjoy music in the purest form. Adding memories and 
nostalgia to music. 
So for Warner Music to stay relevant, they would need to keep pushing social boundaries, allowing 
creative ideas like the 1975 set at the Brits, that showed flashcards of insults. It’s unexpected and genius 
stunts/campaigns like these, which will keep Warner music stay in the forefront and staying forever 
successful. 

Last but not least, it is important for Warner Music to notice the ever so slight growing trend in record 
players. That even though we are in a music industry where streaming is dominant, ease is of the utter 
and most importance… Our love for hardcopies has not vanished completely. It has merely evolved. More 
of a backwards evolution… but an adaption nonetheless. Vinyl. Vinyl records are a very ‘hygge’ trend 
right now. One where consumers are enjoying going back to music’s vintage roots, appreciating the 
artistic covers that help them make a personal statement about their own personality and voice. 

Proving that if Warner Music stay bold and adapt to the social marketing trends for 
music, they shall stay more than relevant in the next 5 years. Amelia Munro


